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SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION

By design, the CEMCO impeller shoe tables are clad
in castings which wear during crushing. The castings
wear at different rates depending on their location on
the table, material feed rate, and rotor speed. CEMCO
recommends a wear monitoring plan to maximize cast-
ing life. In a new crusher, closely monitored casting wear
is the key to developing a cost effective scheduled ro-
tation and replacement strategy.

Always use proper lifting techniques. Four shoe tables
may be lifted at two points. Always use three lifting points
for three and five shoe tables.

Two point lift on a four shoe table

A shoe table’s high rotational speed makes it extremely
susceptible to unbalanced conditions. Bare shoe tables
are balanced at the factory. A balanced table operates
smoothly and safely. When a shoe table requires an even
number of similar castings, the castings are installed op-
posite each other in equally weighted pairs. When it
requires an odd number of similar castings, all castings
in a set weigh the same. New castings from the factory
are marked by weight. A 12.73 indicates a 12 and 73/
100 lb casting. ALWAYS INSTALL ROTOR CAST-
INGS IN EQUAL WEIGHT PAIRS OR SETS.

CEMCO recommends that a scale be located at the
job site for weighing castings. It is useful for weighing
partially worn castings and assembling complete sets
from odd castings.

 Using a casting after it has reached its
maximum wear condition creates a dangerous

situation. If the casting breaks, the sudden out-of-bal-
ance condition can ruin the entire pedestal assembly.

    Use only Grade 8 fasteners when re-
placing castings.

 Rotate and reuse castings according to
  the guidelines in this manual only. Do not re-

use castings if their individual weights differ by more
than .01 lbs (.0045 kg)

This next section describes how to install new castings
on a bare impeller shoe table starting with the edge lin-
ers. For clarity, photos and illustrations in this section
show a shoe table out of the crusher body. Ordinarily,
castings are replaced with the table in the crusher.

The first paragraph in each subsection describes when
a casting needs to be replaced. Most castings have a
minimum allowable dimension. By monitoring the mini-
mum allowable dimension, a mechanic can determine
when a casting should be reoriented or replaced. Pho-
tos throughout this section illustrate the minimum allow-
able dimension for individual castings.

This section is general to all CEMCO shoe tables. The
exploded diagram on the next page illustrates the termi-
nology and casting placement. Unless torque values are
given, refer to the TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS sec-
tion for general torque guidelines. Use the torque val-
ues for castings.

Complete shoe table
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SHOE TABLE CASTING NAMES

This diagram illustrates casting names and orientations. Refer to the assembly drawing for the exact
components and quantity used on your shoe table.
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CLEAN ALL MATING SURFACES BETWEEN
CASTINGS AND THE ROTOR. A SMALL ROCK
OR PEBBLE UNDER A CASTING OR BETWEEN
TWO CASTINGS MAY CAUSE A CASTING TO
BREAK WHEN THE BOLTS ARE TIGHTENED.
USE COMPRESSED AIR OR WATER TO RE-
MOVE DEBRIS FROM THE SHOE TABLE.

Rocks in key areas      Rocks removed

EDGE LINERS

Edge liners need to be replaced when any portion of
the outside surface wears to 3/16” or less. If the shoe
table is out of the crusher, it is easiest to install the edge
liners with the table upside down. Position the table right
side up before installing the rest of the castings.

Edge liners

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE

Minimum  edge liner thickness
1. Arrange the edge liners in evenly weighted pairs
from heaviest to lightest.

2. Distribute the edge liners around the rotor pe-
rimeter with the matching pairs opposite each other.
Position the heaviest pair first. Position the lightest pair
adjacent to the heaviest pair. Position the 2nd heaviest
pair adjacent to the lightest pair. Position the 2nd light-
est pair adjacent to the 2nd heaviest pair. Continue in
this manner until all edge liners are arranged around the
rotor.

3. Apply anti sieze compound to the four endmost
threads on each bolt. Screw all the bolts into the rotor
but do not tighten.

4. Torque the bolts according to the torque table
at the beginning of this manual. Edge liners attached to
the rotor with three bolts need to have the middle bolt
tightened before the bolt on either side. Because the
torque on one bolt affects the torque on adjacent bolts
(in the same casting) it is important to recheck the torque
on all edge liner bolts when finished.

IMPELLER TABLE LINERS

Impeller table liners protect the bare shoe table sur-
face. They also ramp up just in front of the shoe to help
direct material. Impeller table liners need to be installed
before the impeller shoes. Replace table liners when
any portion of the wear pattern reaches 3/16” thick or
less.
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Install table top liners before impeller shoes
1. Clean the rotor surface and underside of the
table liners.

2. Lay the table liners in place.

3. If applicable, fasten the lower table liners to the
rotor using flat head cap screws.

FEED DISK

On a shoe table, the feed disc needs to be set in posi-
tion before installing the impeller shoes. Some feed discs
are notched where the impeller shoes overlap. The dia-
gram at the bottom of this page illustrates the proper
orientation for a notched feed disc.

The impeller shoe overlaps the feed disc

IMPELLER SHOES

Replace impeller shoes when any part of the shoe face
is worn to 3/4” or less or cracking  occurs along the
leading edge.

Typical impeller shoe ready for replacement. Many
ripples indicate this shoe is crushing fine material.

Typical impeller shoe ready for replacement.
Fewer ripples indicate larger material.

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE
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Flange mount impeller shoes have a flange cast onto the
impeller shoe. These are the most common and simplest
to install and replace.

Replacing flange mounted impeller shoes.

(1) A flange mount impeller shoe.

(2) A fastener mounted shoe with bolt, lockwasher
and backing plate.

There are two types of impeller shoe mounts:
flange mount (1) and fastener mount (2).

FLANGE  MOUNT IMPELLER SHOES

.Using a pinch bar to pry out a flange cast impeller
shoe.

 Pull inward and up to remove shoe

1.   Use a pinch bar and pry upward and inward

2. Hit the the shoe with a rubber mallet to loosen it
from the bracket while prying inward.

Using a rubber mallet to loosen the impeller shoe.

3.  After the impeller shoe and flange are free from the
bracket, pull out and up.

4.  Clean off area around bracket and ramp liner, and
place new shoe into the bracket.

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE
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Flange mount impeller shoe table.

Fastener Mount Impeller Shoes

Fastener mount impeller shoes have a hole with helicoil
threads instead of a flange. A 1-1/2” hex head cap screw
with a split lock washer and a steel plate hold the im-
peller shoe in the bracket.

Fastener mount impeller shoe table

1. Remove the old shoes by loosening the mounting
bolts from the back side of shoe bracket, then push
the worn shoes outward.

2. Inspect the mounting bolt, lockwasher and backing
plate (if applicable*). Replace them if they are worn
or stressed.

3. Remove sand and debris from all mating surfaces.

4. Set the new impeller shoe on the flat portion of the
table liner.

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE

NOTCHES ON CENTER FEED DISC
MUST BE IN PROPER POSITION FOR 
SEATING THE IMPELLER SHOE.

SHADED AREA MUST BE CLEAN FOR
PROPER SEATING OF IMPELLER SHOE.

EXTENSIVE DAMAGE WILL OCCUR
TO SHOE BRACKET IF IMPELLER SHOE
IS ALLOWED TO WEAR PAST 1/2" MIN.
THICKNESS AS SHOWN.

1/2" MIN.
THICKNESS
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Impeller shoe resting on flat liner

5. Seat the impeller shoe squarely into the bracket.

Impeller shoe seated in the bracket

6. Install the backing plates (If applicable*). Apply anti-
seize compound to threads of each bolt. Finger-
tighten the mounting bolt. Be sure to include the split
lockwasher.

Finger-tighten the mounting bolt

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE

7. Use a torque wrench and tighten the mounting bolts
to 150 ft-lbs, be sure split lockwasher is seated flat
against shoe mounting bracket.

Tighten mounting bolts with a torque wrench

Never tighten castings with a hammer

Do not use a hammer or impact wrench to

tighten impeller shoe bolts.

*   Newer models of shoe tables do not have a
backing plate, they are incorperated into the
shoe mounting bracket
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SHOE BRACKET HARDFACING

Hardface welds protect the outside of the impeller shoe
brackets. Reapply the hardface when the old welds are
gone. The hardface duration depends upon the material
being crushed.

Hardface welds

The shoe table should be balanced to within .005 lbs.
after hardfacing. If the welder uses the same amount of
welding rod on every shoe bracket, the rotor will be
very nearly balanced. Nevertheless it is always a good
idea to balance the shoe table after applying weld.

EXAMPLES OF WHAT NOT TO DO

Failure to change edge liners and table top liners
will cause the shoe bracket base to wear away.
Notice the developing crack.

This table was destroyed when a piece of tramp
iron went through the crusher.

The crusher operator never changed the shoes on
this table. When the shoes wore away, the
brackets continued crushing material. The product
size and shape most likely changed as a result.

SHOE TABLE CASTING MAINTENANCE
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SHOE TABLE CASTING CHANGE LOG

PART QTY DATE/TIME DATE/TIME DATE/TIME TOTAL
NUMBER USED INSTALLED ROTATED REPLACED HOURS

PART QTY DATE/TIME DATE/TIME DATE/TIME TOTAL
NUMBER USED INSTALLED ROTATED REPLACED HOURS

PART QTY DATE/TIME DATE/TIME DATE/TIME TOTAL
NUMBER USED INSTALLED ROTATED REPLACED HOURS

PART QTY DATE/TIME DATE/TIME DATE/TIME TOTAL
NUMBER USED INSTALLED ROTATED REPLACED HOURS

CASTING QTY

CASTING QTY

CASTING QTY

CASTING QTY

THROUGH PUT (TPH)
PRODUCT (TPH)
FEED SIZE
PRODUCT SIZE
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